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Alameda Community Learning Center 
 

Governing Board Meeting Agenda 
 

March 12t h, 2014 – 6:30 PM 
 

This meeting was held at ACLC: 400 Grand St. Alameda, CA 94501 
   
1. Public Session (ACLC)          6:30 PM 

 
a. Call to Order & Attendance          
Meeting was called to order at ___6:33PM___________ 
 
Board Members     Present  Absent 
 
David Hoopes, ACLC Lead Facilitator  __X___  ______ 
Molly Fenn, ACLC Facilitator   __X___  ______ 
Gabrielle Baumgartner, ACLC Facilitator __X___  ______ 
Bara Waters, ACLC Parent Member  __X___  ______ 
Catherine Pauling, ACLC Parent Member  __X___  ______ 
Patrick Melendez, ACLC Learner   __X___  ______ 
Sophia Moore, ACLC Learner   __X___  ______ 
Raeann Johnson, ACLC Community member __X___  ______ 
 
b. Review and Approval of Agenda 
  
David Hoopes, ACLC Lead Facilitator  AYE 
Molly Fenn, ACLC Facilitator   AYE   
Catherine Pauling, ACLC Parent Member  AYE 
Patrick Melendez, ACLC Learner   AYE 
Sophia Moore, ACLC Learner   AYE 
Raeann Johnson, ACLC Community member AYE 
 
David motions to approve the agenda, 2nd by Catherine Pauling.  
 
(6-0) Approved. 0 Abstentions. 
         

2. Presentations from the floor         6:35 PM 
PRESENTATIONS FROM THE FLOOR - At this time any person wishing to speak to 
any item not on the agenda will be granted three minutes to make a 
presentation to the Board of Directors. 
 
Caprice: Negotiations might have already taken place inside within the 
organization. All negotiations should take place at a public board meeting. 
 
Patti: There has not been any inside private negotiations at all. 
 
David: Raeann Johnson is our new ACLC Community Board Member. 
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Sam Flesing: I am just here to observe today. 
 
Gabrielle: I want to briefly talk about scheduling for High School learners. 
College courses at College Of Alameda especially. I would like to have this 
brought up as an discussion item at the next board meeting.  
 
Patrick: I ask the "Playing in the Center" be listed as an action item. However, 
it is now an discussion item. As a board member, I feel that it should have 
remained an action item and not be changed. 
 
Catherine P: Respect and clear process should be address at this board. There 
should be opportunities given to people who would like to be heard. Requests 
that should be granted, whether or not we agree with each other's opinions, 
there should always be mutual respect.  
 
PRESENTATION ON AGENDA ITEMS – Any person wishing to speak to any item on 
the agenda will be granted three minutes to make a presentation just prior to 
the discussion of the agenda item.    
         

3. ACLC Lead Facilitator’s Report         6:40 PM 
 
CLCS Initial Meeting 
 
A little over two weeks ago, Community Learning Center Schools received an initial facilities 
offer from AUSD. The offer consisted of a shared Nea and ACLC offer on one site at 
Woodstock. Fortunately, that offer was for 11 years in that location. It seems like ACLC will 
not need to move again for over a decade. At our first CLCS meeting since receiving that initial 
offer, CLCS invited Lead Facilitators to provide some initial needs assessments as they begin to 
look at Woodstock for both Nea and ACLC. I provided the following initial facilities needs for 
ACLC.  
 
ACLC Facility Needs – Woodstock Facilities Needs 
 
14 Classrooms and a Center 
 

• 14 full classrooms (1000 square feet)  -  
o 1 Digital media classroom 
o 1 Art room 
o 1 computer lab for learning labs and intervention 
o 4 Science labs –Sinks and Eclectic 
o 1 Resource Room 
o 1 Studio room for Rock shop and Digital Music 

 
• 1 5000 square foot center 

o 70 – 80 available stations 
 
Office Space (12) 

1. Main Office 
2. CLCS work space at ACLC 
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3. Lead Facilitator 
4. Counselor’s Office 
5. Learning Center (Carrie and Para Professional) 
6. Sped conference and instructional room 
7. Staff work room 
8. Lunchroom – Lunch masters 
9. School Psych, language room, ELL, OT 
10. Special testing room – CELDT, Smarter Balance, other 
11. PE office (Gory) and rainy day room 
12. Facilitator Conference space and work room 

 
Storage (11) 

• Physics and Engineering Storage 
• Chemistry Storage 
• Bio Storage 
• Humanities Storage 
• Tech room 
• Server Room 
• Custodial Storage 
• Custodial Supply room 
• General Storage 
• Rock shop storage 
• PE Storage 
• Leadership supplies 

 
 
Enrollment  
Enrollment is moving along very well. After the lottery, ACLC made just over 90 offerings to 
our 6th grade and just over 60 learners accepted. They now have an opportunity to come 
together as a community for the first time. Facilitators and returning learners will be there to 
lead games and answer questions from your children. Also, facilitators and I will be on hand to 
welcome you, answer questions and support you through the registration process. More 
requests continue to come in for ACLC.  
 
The following enrollment events have taken place or will take place in the coming weeks. 

• ACLC "Couch Night" on Mon. Feb. 24th in the Center was held to answer questions of 
ACLC 8th graders and parents with high school learners about the ACLC high school 
experience  

• Additional enrollment night are being held Tuesday and Thursday of this week 
• Welcome Night for the ACLC Families is being held next Monday. The Family 

Registration Night and New Learner Ice Cream Social on Tuesday, March 18th from 6:30-
8:00pm.  

• Several families have already toured or shadowed the school.  
 
California Business for Education Excellence (CBEE)  
 
California Business for Education Excellence has named ACLC "2013 CBEE Honor Roll Schools." 
Those schools are being recognized for demonstrating consistently high levels of student 
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academic achievement, improvement in achievement over time, and reduction in achievement 
gaps. 

  
"After an extensive analysis of student achievement data for every public school in California, 
these schools stood well above the rest in raising their students to grade-level proficiency and 
beyond," an announcement letter sent to the district office reads. "Their success stories will 
provide hope and direction for many other public schools - that all students can reach high 
levels of academic achievement." 
 
CBEE, a professional organization comprised of business leaders committed to improving public 
education in California, named 2,091 other schools to their Honor Roll this year, including 1022 
higher poverty schools that are both increasing academic performance and closing their 
achievement gap and 100 "STEM" schools that excel in science and mathematics. (California 
has about 10,300 public schools and about 1,000 charter schools.) 

  
The CBEE has identified several success factors in its Honor Roll schools, according to the press 
release, including: 

·        High expectations for all students 
·        Ongoing collaboration among teachers to improve practice 
·        Targeted use of data to track progress and challenges 
·        Continual intervention for struggling students 

        ·        Master of content knowledge and pedagogical practices  
 
PAC update:  
PAC has done some exceptional work over the last few weeks. Those successes include: 

• Staff Appreciation Lunches to say thanks to the efforts of the ACLC team. 
• The Parent Action Committee will host a Couch Night for all CLCS Board 

Members. Couch Night is an ACLC gathering where parents and other community 
members mix and discuss ideas in a casual and relaxed way. PAC will have members of 
the CLCS board join us for a 'let's-get-to-know-each-other' evening:  

o When: Tuesday, March 18thTime: 7:00 p.m. 
o Where: ACLC's Center 

The objective of this being to put aside the facilities issue and simply socialize to meet 
the people in our ACLC community, hopefully including learners and staff who are able 
to attend. 

• PAC is working to support ACLC as we face another transition. As parents we have many 
options, depending on our interests and time availability. They are requesting that all 
parents consider the ways in which you may be able to support the school at this time. 
PAC has decided to form four task-force teams to support ACLC as it goes through 
another transition to a new location. The teams are: 

o Learner Morale Team (Julie Skowronski, Team Lead): Work with learners, 
facilitators and Lead Facilitator to keep learner morale up during transition to 
new site, as well as addressing learners' concerns regarding sharing location with 
Nea. 

 
o Academic Program Team (Karen Chin, Team Lead): Work with David/staff on 

school needs, planning, etc. usually taken care of this time of year in preparation 
for following school year. 

 
o CLCS Bridge Team (Dore Sandoval, Team Lead): Work on building a working 
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relationship with CLCS regarding the move and beyond. 
 

o Capital Campaign Team (Zack Turner, Team Lead): Research and keep track of 
information regarding potential resources for ACLC’s future capital campaign. 

 
Upcoming Events: 

• Art and Diversity Night 
o We are pleased to invite you to ACLC’s Art and Diversity event the evening of 

March 28th. We are celebrating the great learning and teaching that is 
accomplished at ACLC as we approach our 20th anniversary of ACLC's inception. 
The Parent Action Committee (PAC) is coordinating a wonderful night of music, 
art and performance in the Multi-purpose room.  

o Art and Diversity night will be a unique event at ACLC where you can experience 
the myriad of social and cultural possibilities our school has to offer, with 
performances taking place on the stage and art on display in rooms! This year we 
have also introduced the display of great learner projects.  

o This event is an opportunity to come together as a community to celebrate our 
rich diversity and school history. The pursuit of educational reform in Alameda 
began in 1991 when Arthur Andersen and the Alameda Unified School District 
brought together diverse groups of students, parents, teachers, and 
administrators, community and business representatives to envision a new future 
for public education. For example, they felt graduates should have developed 
skills in creative thinking, reasoning, effective presentation and participatory 
democracy.  ACLC continues those beliefs today and Art and Diversity night is a 
great opportunity to come out and see our thriving creativity and deeper learning 
on display. 

o ACLC is nearing its 20th year in existence. Community leaders, past Facilitators, 
alumni learners and community members are being invited to enjoy the evening 
performances. Also, all of our new 2014-15 families are being invited as well. So 
hold on to this invitation and mark your calendar for March 28th. We hope to see 
you join us for a wonderful celebration of progressive education and ACLC pride. 

 
• Adam Orla-Bukowski’s Eagle Scout Project:   

o Adam is creating an ACLC Library for our learners. He has built bookcases, and is 
prepared to install them in our Center soon. He is now specifically looking for 
books that are of interest to 6th through 12th graders, and are in good condition. 
We appreciate his efforts to support literature at ACLC, and we hope to see 
learners enjoying good books in the Center soon. 

 
Molly: How will the facilities be divided amongst the three schools? Will the district 
be involved. What needs between the schools will on the table.  
 
Patti: The rooms will be divided accordingly within our organization when the time 
comes. 
 
Gabrielle: AUSD will only allocate a number of classrooms for amount of Alameda 
residents. ACLC has more Alameda residents. 
 
Patti: We are still in negotiation with AUSD.  
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Patrick: For 6th grade, 90 offerings but 67 accepted.  
 
David: Even though 67 learners accepted, not all of them will actually attend. It will 
pan out in 3 months. We're going to be right at 350 roughly. 
 
Patti: We have to put out more offerings to make sure we have a full enrollment. 
 
Joyce: When are we looking into out of district enrollments? 
 
Patti: AUSD is posing more strict out of district enrollments.  
 
David: We do have 3 out of district siblings currently. We are creating a policy to be 
presented to the board for a decision. 

 
4. Executive Director’s Report         6:45 PM 

 
1. The first two negotiation meetings between CLCS and the certificated and classified 
employees are scheduled for Friday, March14 and 21. We are pleased to get this process 
underway. 
 
2. The second of two meetings with the district-retained architects ,to prioritize needs and 
wishes for long term facilities master planning, is tentatively scheduled for 4:00pm on 
Wednesday, March 12. I am awaiting confirmation of this date and time, and will send out an 
announcement to both school communities as soon as possible.  
 
3. As indicated in Joan Uhler’s (CLCS board president) letter to the community earlier this 
week, we continue in negotiations with the school district for an alternative to Prop  
39 agreement. A move of both schools to the Woodstock School site continues to seem likely. 
Both parties mutually agreed to extent the district’s deadline for providing their Prop 39 offer 
to March 26, thus allowing more time to work toward agreements. Once received, there will 
be opportunity for community comment and brainstorming. 
 
4. Work toward creating an alternative path to graduation from our schools continues. I hope 
we are ready to present a draft to the Nea and ACLC facilitator groups within the coming 
weeks. 
 
Dori: Is there any possibility to add portables to make up room for the center?  
 
David T: There is a master plan that would carry on additional square footage throughout 
the years. 
 

5. Committee and Leadership Reports (Personnel, Curriculum, Program Eval, Finance)           6:50 PM 
 
Financial Committee: ADA drop slightly during December due to the holiday season. CCEF 
funding for the afterschool drama program. Projected budget operating expense is 3.4%. 
 
Curriculum Committee: We are having discussions on courses  and benchmarks. Curriculum 
maps and such. 
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Program Evaluation Committee: Parent and learner feedback data has been gathered. Surveys 
were sent out to the community to get feedback.  
 
Parent Surveys:  
 
Majority of parents are using Jupiter grades to track academic process. 
Strong support system at ACLC for learners needing academic or social emotional support. 
Communication between facilitators and administration is working well.  
 
Learner Surveys: 
 
Majority of learners use Jupiter grades as well. 
The democratic model is important to learners and is ACLC's strength. 
Learners moderate feelings of safety is going to be reviewed for improvement. 
 
Leadership: 
 
Normal month for leadership. We have an annual CCC, "Pie day" 3.14. Michelle Luo has 
extended her win streak. Winnie Zhou came in strong in 2nd place. 3rd place was Nicelle 
Reyes. Diversity night and working with PAC.  
 
Learners continue to plan interesting CCC's. Potato sack races amongst facilitators. Learners 
been planning the art and diversity night. Parents have contacted Molly to presented project 
ideas to ACLC to be presented to learners.  
                                                                                             

6. Consent Agenda                7:10 PM 
a. Approval of check register for January 2014  
b. Approval of February, 2014 Minutes 
 
David Hoopes, ACLC Lead Facilitator  AYE 
Molly Fenn, ACLC Facilitator   AYE 
Gabrielle Baumgartner, ACLC Facilitator AYE 
Bara Waters, ACLC Parent Member  AYE 
Catherine Pauling, ACLC Parent Member  AYE 
Patrick Melendez, ACLC Learner   AYE 
Sophia Moore, ACLC Learner   AYE 
Raeann Johnson, ACLC Community member AYE 
 
Patrick motions to approve the consent agenda, 2nd by Bara.  
 
(8-0) Approved. 0 Abstentions   
 

7.    Action Items            7:15 PM 
a. Card Playing in the Center 
 
Ryan: Congrats Angela and Adam for your informative presentation. In the past, facilitators 

 were worried about the impression of gambling in front of visitors and new families due to the 
 front office being in the same location as the center. However, since the office is not 
 connected with the center like in the past, that problem is no longer a problem. 
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Bara: Card playing can be a fun.  
 
Gabrielle: The facilitators are definitely not wanting this to be approved as it is hard to 

 facilitate that amongst other activities.  
 
Caprice: Was this ever allowed before?  
 
Angela: All card and board games were allowed a few years back. A shoe for a game was the 

 trade off. Learners were able to play these games in the center. 
 
David H: The primary concern was not gambling, the concern was the space and environment 

 we have. Facilitators are in favor of socializing and or bonding. However, when people are 
 playing with  cards, it can get very loud. Such games as "Slap Jack", generally noise in the 
 center. Learners can still play cards all they want outside and where it should stay. I am 
 aware that there are games, such as magic card games that are silent. However, we cannot 
 single out certain card games as it would not be fair. It would be very hard for facilitators to 
 police card playing. 

 
Alli: The center does not feel welcoming compared to the other center. Playing cards can 

 bring other learners together. Playing cards outside is not going to work due to the small 
 spacing. If learners are being loud or disruptive, they should be written up. There is not really 
 a problem with card playing.  

 
Gabrielle: Facilitators find it really hard to police card playing in the center. It should stay 

 outside and outside only. The facilitators are officially against card playing in the center. 
 
Dori: Can both facilitators and learners come to some kind of agreement where both issues are 

 addressed? 
 
Angela: The spacing issue is only in regards to when we have bad weather. Learners listen to 

 music, play games on the computers and are just as loud. What is the real difference with that 
 and playing cards in the center? If the card playing does not pass it will return as an action 
 item again next year. Please try and give it chance to let this pass. 

 
Patrick: Anyone being disruptive should be written up. Card games such as, Slap Jack, Egyptian 

 War and other related games are not regularly played. However, there are learners that are 
 considerate in regards to noise. If it is too loud to play, then it should not be played.  

 
Ryan: We have rules here, learners cannot be disruptive. We should not pull the freedom of 

 the learners by being judgmental of the general view.  
 
Sofia: Angela and Adam feel really strong about allowing card playing in the center. When 

 learners are too loud, they will get written up.  
 
Jenny T: Card playing does not involve learners being loud. If this does not pass, it will still 

 continue to be brought back as an action item. New facilitators should be allowed the chance 
 to witness on how card playing in the center will affect how the center is. 

 
Raeann would like to amend card playing for a one month trial and be voted on as an action 

 item for the next board meeting, 2nd by Molly. 
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David Hoopes, ACLC Lead Facilitator  AYE 
Molly Fenn, ACLC Facilitator   AYE 
Gabrielle Baumgartner, ACLC Facilitator NAY 
Bara Waters, ACLC Parent Member  NAY 
Catherine Pauling, ACLC Parent Member  NAY 
Patrick Melendez, ACLC Learner   NAY 
Sophia Moore, ACLC Learner   NAY 
Raeann Johnson, ACLC Community member AYE 
 
AMENDMENT HAS FAILED TO PASS. (3-5). 
 
Molly: I support this amendment. 
 
Catherine Pauling: Is not supporting this amendment because there was already a trial period. 

 There should be an alternative in an empty classroom. 
 
Jenny T: Will the motion continue onto the new center at the new campus if it was approved? 
 
Raeann: We would have to wait and see how the trial goes and proceed accordingly. 
 
Alli: It won't happen if we don't have it now. 
 
Gavin: If we do a trial period, it will just be delaying the inevitable. 
 
Angela: Trial periods are just to make learners happy just for a little while and then be 

 forgotten. Bringing this back to get a definite answer. 
 
Joyce: I support the original motion. I would like to know what happened after the trial. This 

 is suppose to be empowerment for the kids. If it doesn't work then it will not pass.  
 
Molly: The rules of our schools can be changed at anytime. The rules have always been in 

 placed, but not enforced. 
 
Voting on proposal of allowing card playing in the center. 
 
David Hoopes, ACLC Lead Facilitator  NAY 
Molly Fenn, ACLC Facilitator   ABT 
Gabrielle Baumgartner, ACLC Facilitator NAY 
Bara Waters, ACLC Parent Member  AYE 
Catherine Pauling, ACLC Parent Member  AYE 
Patrick Melendez, ACLC Learner   AYE 
Sophia Moore, ACLC Learner   AYE 
Raeann Johnson, ACLC Community member ABT 
 
(4-2) Approved. 2 Abstentions  
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b. Out of district wait list proposal. 
 
David Hoopes, ACLC Lead Facilitator  AYE  
Molly Fenn, ACLC Facilitator   AYE 
Gabrielle Baumgartner, ACLC Facilitator AYE 
Bara Waters, ACLC Parent Member  AYE 
Catherine Pauling, ACLC Parent Member  AYE 
Patrick Melendez, ACLC Learner   AYE 
Sophia Moore, ACLC Learner   AYE 
Raeann Johnson, ACLC Community member AYE 
 
(8-0) Approved. 0 Abstentions  
 
c. Form 700s -Statement of Economic Interests 
 
Everyone signed the form. 
 

8.  Discussion Items           8:05 PM 
 a. Facilities update – Update on new news as well as CLCS initial discussion 
 
 David: There has conservations about offering the Woodstock facility for 11 years. It will has 
 access to a gym, more than enough classrooms and a moderately big center.  
 
 Patti: The future of both schools is to owning our facilities for both schools at some point.  
 
 Anna: Maafi has been talking about Nea moving for sure. It seems like Nea has already had 
 knowledge about this and have informed they're parents about this. Some parents have even 
 toured the Woodstock campus. 
 
 Patti: Maafi might have prematurely announced the move of Nea. However, I have not heard 
 of any parents going to tour the Woodstock campus.  
 
 Dori: It is an open campus and possibly parents just decided to go and check it out. 
 
 Patti: The details and official decision on the move will be negotiated and decided with the 
 district and our organization. 
 
 Catherine Pauling: I'm confused. Are we only being offered Woodstock? The architects 
 explained we were only really looking at one campus.   
 
 Patti: We will have 6 wings and portables at this new site. 
 
 Martin: The fact that this is being delayed is hugely stressful. The more we wait, the more 
 power we're giving to AUSD. Our options are getting smaller by the minute. Our ability to 
 negotiate strongly is getting weaker. As a parent I feel like I'm not being taken care of. I need 
 to have this taken care of today. We're going to one place, we want input. Are we one school 
 or three schools? I want to know that we are having 4-6 months to squeeze into the little room 
 we have. Don't allow delays to continue, the AUSD board has offered the best they can 
 already. We need to make a decision now. 
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 Zach: There's only one center at Woodstock. There's only one plan being discussed and there is 
 not contingency plan. We all need to be working together with Nea on this. We need to have 
 these discussions now as it does nothing to wait. 
 
 David: There are many different variety ways of configurations of rooms. We need to just 
 finish the negotiations with AUSD so we can move on and workout our spacing for both schools.  
 
 Isabelle C: Is there going to be an office for administration. Can the multipurpose room be 
 something else besides the center? 
 
 Jenny T: Last year when we talked about this move, there is a new scare. I hope we will work 
 with other schools as separate schools and not combined as one school. If it goes either way, 
 we need to voice that out. 
 
 Dori: The sooner CLCS comes with a conclusion and decision the better off we will be. The 
 more we continue to wait we will lose more than what we've been offered. 
 
 Alli: I am done trusting people. I need to know where I'll end up attending. I do not want to 
 share with Nea, I want to attend ACLC. I want ACLC to be its own school and campus.  
 
 Caprice: All these discussions with no real answers. My concern is just the numbers between 
 both ACLC and Nea, Nea would be taking over the center. When lower village and upper 
 village switch off with recess and what not on one campus, it didn't work well. We need to 
 start working things out quickly and get that dialogue going. 
 
 Julie: I drove home a car load of kids that wanted to be here, but could not be here due to 
 homework to speak. However, I am here to be they're spokesperson. There are rumors from 
 other parents that have been spread out at Nea and not at ACLC. Everything needs to be put 
 on the table of what's at stake and what needs to be happen to move forward. 
 
 Catherine Pauling: I do not have confidence. AUSD have maps of the building. There is no 
 reason why we should continue to trust AUSD on negotiating they're way. 
 
 Joyce: We had the option to move into Woodstock with Island, however it was taken away 
 when no one spoke at the AUSD board meetings. As far as spacing goes, we need to have 14 
 classrooms at the bare minimum. Each school should have 1 multipurpose room. If there needs 
 to be construction done to the campus, AUSD should pay for it. There 2 schools and there 
 should be 2 multipurpose rooms. Are we also moving and merging or just moving? We need to 
 let the community know. 
 
 Lisa: I was shock to hear the district response about the 1 multipurpose room. The changes 
 that we are asking for is going to cost a lot of money. However, who will be picking up the bill 
 for this? 
 
 Sofia: The problem is we are two separate schools. Nea has is a very strong entity. The 
 learners for the most part is worried of merging in with Nea. ACLC needs to remain separated 
 as our own school. 
 
 Patrick: I agree with Catherine P about the trust factor.  
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 Molly: We need to plan out what we need to do. There are things that are being said in closed 
 sessions that we as a community are not aware about. We need to get the ball rolling and 
 work with Nea to finish negotiations and work out spacing.  
 
 Dori: I would like to know what happens in the discussions at CLCS board meetings. We need 
 some information to move forward with this. I hope CLCS will find a way to keep the integrity 
 of the problem and the origin of ACLC.  
 
 Jenny T: CLCS has the school's best interest at heart. Even if we are uncertain where we will 
 be relocated, we need to be assured that CLCS is fighting for us the right way. 
 
 Martin: I am grateful that Molly spoke up and said what she had to say. It's always about the 
 process and how we work together to make the outcome become what we want. What's 
 happening now is, people are bumping heads and do not have information. AUSD is losing 
 culture and losing staff to us every year. 
 
 Anna: We cannot trust the district. We can trust in CLCS to give ACLC its own center. 
 
 Patti: It is important for this community to know CLCS only has two in-depth conversations on 
 this topic. I know it is stressful to wait and knowing that closed sessions are hard to interpret 
 what happens in those sessions. I understand our community needs closure to this situation. As 
 negotiations continue with the district, all the questions we have as a community will be 
 addressed. We just need to give them the time to give us the answers to all of these 
 questions. Negotiations just hasn't gotten to that point just yet. 
 
 Patrick: Brown Act Policy. Closed sessions are in relations to only money. 
 
 Zach: It's going to be a great school with this change. We will have a bigger community and 
 everything will be balanced.  
 
 Lisa Maxwell: I absolutely understand what everyone's concern is. I do want to assure all of you 
 that I hear you and will do my best to make the best accommodations for our learners and 
 community. 
 
 Molly: Learners are not allow CLCS board. Facilitators are not allowed on the board as well. 
 When we talk about trust, I would like the organization to trust in our voice in this matter.  
 
 Paul: I've anticipated all of these issues and difficult decision making problems. I think because 
 we're negotiating slowly, we will have a better deal in the long run. I think it was appropriate 
 for CLCS to put everything on the table. 
 
 Alli: Why was Camila not allowed in the CLCS closed session? 
 
 Paul: Leaders cannot be honest in front of the learners.  
 
 Alli: Are we going to know if ACLC will be sharing the multipurpose room? 
 
 Paul: We will probably get a written offer before the 26th of this month. 
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 Jenny T: I am awaiting to see the CLCS to support ACLC. We want to be included in everything 
 that happens with our school. 
 
 Dori: I do trust in CLCS to make the right decisions to support our schools. However, when 
 there is a closed session and CLCS board members such as Camilla is not allowed in those 
 sessions. The trust is no longer there and there is some concern about that. The door has to 
 swing both ways. 
 
 Molly: It seems like David, Maafi and Annalisa are pitted against each other. There seems to be 
 conflicting plans between all 3 campuses. We should work together and make it a 
 collaborative solution. 
 
 Ryan: Paul, you said that Camilla was not allowed in closed session...why? 
 
 Paul: I've been misinterpreted, CLCS wanted an unvarnished voice separately with each lead 
 facilitator and Camilla. It was not an issue with trust or legality. 
 
 Catherine Pauling: I appreciate your thinking and actions. It also seems what your describing 
 the Lead Facilitators. 
 
 Bara: There is this assumption of suspicion and negativity. That's not what it's about. The 
 suspicion is being fed by uncertainty. I agree with Zach on the topic that change is sometimes 
 good and better. Just like last year when ACLC had to moved from Encinal to Wood Middle 
 School. It was exactly the same thing, everyone had a negative vibe about it, but it turned out 
 to be okay. All I am saying is be open to new changes for the better. Stop being suspicious and 
 know that we are all involved and working hard together to make the best of the situation.  
 
 Lisa: Thank you Bara for your comment. It is true we are just trying to gather information. 
 Asking all the lead facilitators to make presentations of their wish list was to know what was 
 on the table.  
 
 Isabelle: Everyone on a board should be included and never excluded to any session the board 
 may have. It is unfair and not right to exclude board members from important discussions and 
 decisions being made in closed sessions. 
 
 Mike M: Paul says he knows everyone's position in this room. The fact is, he doesn't. It's just 
 like the US Government. We don't have to trust the government, just like we don't have to 
 trust CLCS. It seems like CLCS already made decisions, but have these board meetings to have 
 people vent their ideas and opinions.  
 
 Alli: We want to be involved. Putting Camilla out of closed sessions is just not right. 
 
 Bara: There are different communications with different people, which is similar to a family.  
 
 Alli: Camilla should have the same equal rights as all other CLCS board members.  
 
 Caprice: I don't view this discussion as negative. There should a process so that there is no 
 suspicion and negativity.  
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b. ACLC rules changes and revisions 
 
 Ryan:  
 
 Rule 1: Cannot bring in applications and games.  
 Rule 2: Cannot play games in the center. 
 
Martin: 10 years ago, that rule would have made sense. 
Gabrielle: My only concern is process. It is being discuss in leadership.  
 
c. CLCS and ACLC roles and responsibilities 
 
 Patrick: If there is an issue of   
 
 
 Gabrielle: I have a great job. However, I have learners that teach me something new  every 
day. I would love for eyes of the facilitators and learners to see these things. So I agree  with 
this. 
 
 Patti: ACLC Charter Policy 
 
 Dori: The ACLC Charter Policy is accurate and correct. I completely agree with this. 
 
 Jenny T: I believe we are due for charter renewal. This is the last chance we have to change 
 this charter policy. I do not think CLCS wants us not to trust them, I believe we have the 
 perfect time to rewrite the charter.  
 
 Paul: 85 CLCS board members, I missed only one meeting. I can only think of one time, CLCS 
 interfered. It was due to bad budgeting. ACLC Board members don't ever go to the CLCS board 
 meetings to express their thoughts and arguments.  
  
 Martin: I been in the parents shoes as well as attended CLCS board meetings to share my 
 opinions expression. Mike is right, you need to get more involved and meet up. 
 
 Molly: In my leadership is required to attend a CLCS Board Member and a ACLC Board Meeting. 
 Upon attending the meeting, they will have to write a reflection as well. Usually the learners 
 in leadership do not write a reflection and take a 0 for the assignment. Most of them announce 
 they do not feel welcome and uncomfortable at the CLCS Board Meetings.  
 
 Catherine Pauling: Day to day facilities issues. What are they? 
 
 Paul: Day to day, how do you use your facilities? How you manage your facilities. 
 
 Catherine Pauling: I feel like your attacking us by not stepping up and making our voice heard. 
 We need to be working together with a process and participate with our school's issues. 
  
 Caprice: We're not part of the real negotiation and we're trying to come up with solutions to 
 all of these issues.  
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 Bara: There is representation from this community, but there is no representation to the 
 board. How can you change the charter prematurely, without foreseeing the organization's 
 final settling at its new location.  
 
 Caprice: What Patrick is suggesting, is adding on to what we have. It is not taking away 
 anything from ACLC. 
 
 Bara: It seems like your contradicting what Patrick's resolution is stating.   
 
 Mike M: I don't go to CLCS, because I don't care of the issues that CLCS is discussing. As it does 
 not reflect the issues we have at the ACLC Board Meetings. Paul, even though your intentions 
 are not negative, the language makes it seem like you don't care about the issues at the ACLC 
 government board. 
 
 Patrick: Going to a CLCS board meeting and having to wait an hour for closed session is not a 
 persuading way to give their opinions. Especially not a meeting with only a 3 minute time limit 
 to present issues to the board. No one likes to go to two board meetings back to back.  
 
 Alli: If something needs to be changed, we should have the right to propose a change. I don't 
 feel like going to the CLCS board meeting as most of topics do not apply to our school. Plus the 
 closed sessions in the beginning of the meeting just ruins the time frame. 
 
 Anna: ACLC in the beginning was a great school to begin with. However, now that it is on fire I 
 am very uncertain about my children's educational future of where to attend next year. 
 
 Dori: Please don't take this personal. We have nothing against each other. We just want to 
 have discussions and be kept in the loop of things. Our community just wants to know what's 
 happening at our school and what our future holds during these meetings and negotiations. We 
 want you to hear us out and let us express our thoughts. 
 
 Lisa P: We had the same issue at Nea and expressed our concern at the board meetings, 
 however our voice was going nowhere. When we finally attended the CLCS board meeting and 
 express our concerns, none of the topics that were discussed at the Nea board meeting ever 
 made it to the CLCS board meeting. We were just stunned with that shocking result. There is a 
 disconnect with the community and the CLCS board. 
 
 Julie: The reason why Rudy is here is he believes that he has a voice here. Rudy doesn't want 
 to go to any other school. He loves ACLC because it empowers learners to become leaders. It is 
 why we chose ACLC. I am very touched with Patrick's Resolution. There needs to be a lot of 
 work to happen here and bridging the positive things at ACLC. 
 
 Jenny T: We are now an independent charter with old charter policies and rules. We need to 
 reflect on a new changes. 
 
 David H: The CLCS volunteer board members care about the community and are listening. All 
 these put downs of CLCS board members is just wrong.  
 
 Paul: Caprice, you said decisions are made and there are no input. We do not make decisions 
 with community input. Every CLCS decision is made in public other than personnel, facilities 
 and legal issues. 
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 Caprice: There is an impression, there is a gap. It's a structural issue. There is no connection 
 between ACLC and CLCS board. There is no direct process and that's why I support Patrick's 
 resolution.  
 
 Isabelle: It's all about the control over the change of move and other related issues. It is out of 
 our control. Patrick resolution is addressing this. It seems like there are people that know 
 everything and we don't know anything. 
 
 Joyce: The resolution is not a contradiction but more of clarification. Why is that so 
 threatening to the CLCS board. 
 
 Mike M: I don't believe anyone here is slamming CLCS members. CLCS board is not broken 
 down, the ACLC board is. This is a structural issue straight up. Nobody wants a budding head 
 issue. We all know that CLCS has the final say in decision making.  
 
 Patrick: I am completely full respect for CLCS board members. Something I really want to 
 emphasize with Lisa, about going through the ACLC board and bringing it to the CLCS board. It 
 is really just a better way of communication and the best interest for the school. No one is 
 here because they do not care about the school.  
 
 David H: I brought this resolution to a friend who I really trust, John Hall. John told me and 
 said, "You have a turf war here!" This is not an uncommon situation and needs to play out. So 
 this is a problem with influence and miscommunication. What I think this resolution does is 
 bog down our progress as a school.  
 
 Caprice: I like to clear the veiled put downs. That is not my intention, I am just taking 
 protective action. I believe the "The turf war" is between ACLC and Nea. Not ACLC board vs. 
 the CLCS board. This is all out of preservation. 
 
 Alli: I think there is a lot of distrust between ACLC and CLCS is because there is no 
 communication.  
 
 Dori: We are just trying to figure out ways to work together and solve issues. 
 
 Patrick: The term, "Turf War", I can't wrap my head around it. I can't see how it is a turf war 
 when CLCS makes the final decision. ACLC gives its own input and presents it to the CLCS 
 board and the CLCS board makes the final decision. 
 
 David H: Why can't we voice our own opinions the same way we do here at ACLC to CLCS.  
 
 Jim: As far as facilities goes, we look at every alternative not to deal with the district. We do 
 listen as a board. We need to be reconsidered on how you look at us as CLCS board members. 
 ACLC's board meeting issues are a lot more interesting. As far as hearing your issues out, David 
 and Camilla represents ACLC as a whole very well. We are a very well balanced board.  
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Adjourn            11:52PM 
The next ACLC Board Meeting is scheduled for April 9th, 2014 
 
THE ORDER OF BUSINESS MAY BE CHANGED WITHOUT NOTICE 
Notice is hereby given that the order of consideration of matters on 
this agenda may be changed without prior notice. 
 
REASONABLE LIMITATIONS MAY BE PLACED ON PUBLIC TESTIMONY 
The Board of Directors’ presiding officer reserves the right to impose 
reasonable time limits on public testimony to ensure that the agenda is 
completed. 
 
SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS MAY BE MADE 
Notice is hereby given that consistent with the requirements of the 
Bagley Open Meeting Act, special presentations not mentioned in the 
agenda may be made at this meeting.  However, any such presentation 
will be for information only. 
 
REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION WILL BE PROVIDED FOR ANY INDIVIDUAL WITH A 
DISABILITY 
Pursuant to the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Americans with 
Disabilities Act of 1990, any individual with a disability who requires 
reasonable accommodation to attend or participate in this meeting of 
the Board of Directors may request assistance by contacting Community 
Learning Center School, Inc., 210 Central Ave. #603, Alameda, CA 94501, 
phone (510) 521-7543, fax (510) 521-7350. 
 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
For more information concerning this agenda or for materials pertaining 
to the board meeting, please contact Community Learning Center Schools, 
Inc., 210 Central Ave. #603, Alameda, CA 94501, phone (510)263-9266, 
fax (510) 521-7350, during school hours 
 


